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Broforce: The Soundtrack by Deon van Heerden
[Music to Bro To]
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information on the Broforce soundtrack and Deon van Heerden can be found here:

http://www.deonvanheerden.com/broforce.html

1 - Strident - Broforce Theme Song
2 - Choose Your Destiny

3 - Vietnam Blue Sky (World Map Loop)
4 - Vietnam Blue Sky (Low Intensity)
5 - Vietnam Blue Sky (High Intensity)

6 - This Ends Now
7 - This Ends Now (Victory Sting)

8 - Vietnam Red Sky (World Map Loop)
9 - Vietnam Red Sky (Low Intensity)

10 - Vietnam Red Sky (High Intensity)
11 - End of the Line

12 - End of the Line (Victory Sting)
13 - City (World Map Loop)

14 - City (Low Intensity)
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15 - City (High Intensity)
16 - Liberty or Death

17 - Liberty or Death (Victory Sting)
18 - A Fistful of Freedom (Low Intensity)
19 - A Fistful of Freedom (High Intensity)

20 - An Unbreakable Force
21 - An Unbreakable Force (Victory Sting)
22 - Alien Infestation (World Map Loop)

23 - Alien Infestation (Low Intensity)
24 - Alien Infestation (High Intensity)

25 - The Alpha Xenomorph
26 - The Alpha Xenomorph (Victory Sting)

27 - Hell (World Map Loop)
28 - Hell (Low Intensity)
29 - Hell (High Intensity)

30 - We Meet at Last (Low Intensity)
31 - We Meet at Last (High Intensity)
32 - We Meet At Last (Victory Sting)

33 - No Sympathy for the Devil
34 - Straight Outta Hell

35 - Star Spangled Banner (Broforce Edition)
36 - Trophy Room Victory Sting

37 - The Ballad Of Rambro
38 - Area Liberated

39 - Second Amendment Rights (Deathmatch Victory Sting)
40 - More Than Human (Pulse)

41 - Vehicular Overcompensation (Pulse)
42 - There's Always Another Ass to Kick (Pulse)

43 - Blades of Death (Pulse)
44 - Locked and Loaded (Pulse)
45 - Man and Machine (Pulse)

46 - The Tankening (Pulse)
47 - One-Way Trip (Pulse)

48 - Xenomorphobic (Pulse)
49 - Something Not of this World (Pulse)

50 - The Bowels of Hell (Pulse)
51 - Evil Has Awakened (Pulse)

52 - ExpendaBros Theme [Bonus Track]
53 - ExpendaBros Theme (Metal Version) [Bonus Track]

54 - The Hunt (2013 Proof of Concept Demo) [Bonus Track]
55 - Village Massacre (2013 Proof of Concept Demo) [Bonus Track]
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If you like cars this is for you. About this game: it isn't. You can walk left and right with the A and D buttons, you can make
action with the spacebar and sometimes you have to point and click on something. There is really no challenge at all, you just
push the buttons to see the story goes. Most of the times you just walk to one of the two possible directions... and click on
speech ballons, because you can't do anything else... or collect sticks with the spacebar.

On the other side i agree with the other reviews, the game has its charm which can appeal the player and maybe for this price it's
enough.. I really liked this game and want to play it, but it won't let me make changes to the video settings and part of the
playable screen gets cut off. As such, I can't really recommend it. I played 19 minutes 13 of those were spent trying to make the
screen changes work.. I like it mainly for nestaga but I digress fun game 20 out of 10. I love this game its amazing... i Enjoy the
bus routes and how the bus is operated.. its a great game and awsome to have fun.. just WISHED it had more buses to drive and
and more buttons to use.. overall 9/10. took 5 hours to win the game and only my 2nd attempt, if your good at management its
easy. The artwork is pretty good and the gameplay easy to figure. Downside tho is that while the story had promise, it falls
pretty damn flat.
I'm not recomending this because its too easy once you've got it down and there's too much left unanswered to be a decent
story.. Love this game but everytime i play multiplayer and get into a battle it freezes and wont do anything until i quit. Every
time!!!! Is this a fix for this???
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Worth playing.. 2nd Pack still isn't working??????????. At first this was a pretty decent point and click noir detective game.
While some of the puzzles were annoying and/or pedantic, the art design and story was just about good enough to make up for
it. Then the plot went down the rabbit hole and things got... weird. I'm keen to play any potential sequel, but less supernatural
voodoo and more gritty New York would be nice.. BRILLIANT ALTOUGH YOU COULD INCREASE THE NUMBEROF
NOTES USEABLE AT ONCE IN THE MUSICAL TYPING. Its just a bit..meh to be honest. Actual gameplay is a bit of a
grind, not entirely the devs fault because rpgmaker makes life hell to try to make varied gameplay, lots of stock animations and
sounds, and a number of monsters that just get reskinned when theyre harder.
Now, for the real reason youre buying Fallen: The H Content.
Starts off quite slow and uncomfortable. All the scenes are forced until you hit like B20 ish. The ones after that are better, but
still kinda meh. Same bgm plays for like every scene and its hardly romantic, 100% doesnt suit the mood at all. I also found very
little variation in the scenes. Many are just different variations on the same scenes, with things going further or going on for
longer, tending to be either or, and as a result you get kinda bored of them pretty quick.
Full credit to the devs for doing what they have done and telling Steam's AA policy to stick it, but in terms of the actual quality
of the game? RPGMaker and lack of variety kinda kill the fun.. Don't even think about it. Cute and elegant minimalist puzzle
game ~. So this sequel to Elisa the Innkeeper has a new protagonist showing up to try and woo Elisa. Only this time, it is a
playboy cad who simply wants to screw anything female and mess anything up... However, if you make the right choices, he...
may have a change of heart...

There are five girls in the game, but the endings (at least the ones that trigger the achievements) leave only three as choices, one
ending having two, the other... being a possible eventual love thing. Along the way, if you treat them right, you can end up
having a bit of "fun" with one or two others...

Now, there is a free patch to add some content. Thing is, it actually is a different version, that you can switch back and forth
between on the front page. And only the Steam version unlocks the achievements.. idk why everyone hates this DLC, but in my
opinion it is a damn good. It's nothing special.
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